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Far too many of us dwell on the lowlands of salvation.  Can’t you hear voices calling you to the uplands 

of divine grace?  Mountain climbing is thrilling!  Let’s be off!  Hebron’s heights rise before us.  Shall we 

explore our unclaimed inheritance in the heavenlies? 

 

Be filled with the Spirit, be soaked with the Spirit, so soaked that every thread in the fabric of your life 

will have received the requisite hue of the Spirit.  Then when you are misused and squeezed to the wall 

all that will ooze out of you will be the Jesus nature. 

 

The Knights of Pentecost – all they seek is a place of service, and they care little about it being a place of 

honor; they aspire after travail rather than applause; if they can but be popular with the Supreme 

Potentate of their society (God), they ask nothing more. 

 

We have only touched the outer circle of the great maelstrom of life in the Spirit, there are hidden 

wonders in the untrodden realm of the divine love; there are new trails to be followed through the 

tropical luxuriance of redeeming grace. 

 

There is no person ever able to talk about the victory over temptation without he goes through it.  All 

the victories are won in battles. 

 

The Word of God never profits unless it is mixed with faith in them that hear it. 

 

God wants you so full of the Spirit that your whole life is praise. 

 

The greatest plan that Christ showed forth was the ministry of service.  When we come to a place where 

we serve for pure love’s sake, we shall find the hand of the divine Master upon us, and we shall never 

fail. 

 

Two things will get you to leap out of yourselves into the great promises of God today.  One is purity, 

and the other is faith, which is kindled more and more by purity. 

 

The Word of God has not to be prayed about; the Word of God is to be received and obeyed. 

 

Father I pray right now in the name of Jesus Christ that those that read this or listen to it will have the 

truths of these words create revelation in them and that they walk in them.  Amen. 

https://youtu.be/DnmtWY7GS_8

